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Malfeasance In Public Office At Glasgow City Council:



The Case For A Public Inquiry. A dossier of available evidence compiled by the 100 Promises Community Campaign



Authors – The 100 Promises Campaign We are a community campaign aimed at holding the Council to account. We formed during the last election to try and win promises from prospective Councillors from all parties contesting the election. After Labour were re-elected we continued the campaign, holding the Council to its 100 Promises manifesto document, hence our name.
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Acknowledgement: This report contains the work of multiple hands and takes in the tireless research of a number of volunteers and the eye witness testimony of a number of Glaswegians who have been forced to speak out. Please therefore allow some licence for any changes in writing style you may find in this document



Foreword This dossier outlines a variety of cases of malfeasance in public office. Some of the allegations may indeed be criminal. Many are within the letter of the law but certainly outside of the standards we might expect of public officials. Some of the stories were already - at least in part - in the public domain, but have never been collated together before. Several are entirely new allegations, which we have come by either by means of eyewitness testimony, or by our own investigations. Where we rely solely on witness testimony we have made this clear. It is not our intention to defame or besmirch the reputations of any individuals, and we are more than willing to recognise that witness testimony may be partial or insincere, so throughout this dossier where we are relying on witness testimony we make this clear. Some of the allegations however we believe to be watertight evidence of malfeasance. All of the stories have come to light after the re-election of Glasgow Labour last May. Were we to have included the Purcell revelations, historic payouts, and the widely acknowledged criminal actions of the previous Labour administration not only would this dossier have become unwieldy, it would have been unfair. We understand that the present Labour administration should be judged only upon its merits, and we are fully aware that the honour of speaking at the Labour conference earlier this year demonstrates the faith that Johann Lamont has placed in Gordon Matheson in particular, as a man to lead a change at Glasgow City Council. It is in that spirit, the desire to deal decisively with malpractice and malfeasance that threatens to derail Labour's 100 Promises, and mire the City in apolitical sleaze, that we have produced this document. As a campaign based on promoting political accountability we did not know who would win the last election when we formed. We accept that Labour has a mandate for action on its - in places excellent - manifesto, and seeing it enact its progressive promises is now our raison d'etre. It was with great sadness that we felt we had to compile it. We were challenging the Council to enact its policy on combined heat and power, while the OSCR report into the £500,000 Ronnie Saez payout was released and more or less ignored by the Council. Despite the report describing the payout as "misconduct," neither Councillor George Redmond, nor Councillor Jim Coleman were ever dealt with, and the Council did not ask for the money to be returned. We felt we had a duty to investigate. What we uncovered showed a web of business links in the East End concerning Redmond, Saez, the former Council leader and former MSP Frank McAveety, and other Councillors and business and family associates. Then the cancellation of the City's chief combined heat and power project over what can only be described as malfeasance demonstrated to us that real accountability could only happen when these issues were being discussed constructively in the public domain. Following the Council refusing to meet with the campaign to discuss these revelations we have come to the conclusion that these matters merit a public inquiry. As our investigations grew we began to see a pattern of malfeasance across the City Council. We have collated this dossier to enable a real debate about the true extent of this problem. We commend to you this dossier.
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Executive Summary * Mismanagement and Corruption involving Intermediate Labour Project (ILM); an eye witness claims he saw the Head of Employability Services at Glasgow East Regeneration Agency of the council, Gary Hay abuse the GERA administered ILM fund and project to provide work for individuals he had friendly relations with. Our witness says he saw ILM funds used to provide a cheap workforce on behalf of a construction company with links to Labour. * A charity linked to the Council in the East End of Glasgow is under investigation by Audit Scotland. The complaint alleges it is managed by Gary Hay. Board members include relatives of Councillor George Redmond, Councillor Frank McAveety and Councillor Yvonne Kucuk. The Audit Scotland complaint alleges fake board members and fraudulent payouts to board members. * Councillor George Redmond, Councillor Yvonne Kucuk, Councillor Frank McAveety, Ronnie Saez, and a range of business and family associates are all business associates. Most of these commercial relationships substantially predate the GERA £500,000 payout to Saez and have continued years after. * Despite very unfavourable public impressions, which include the perception that David Crawford acted inappropriately during the closure of the Accord Centre, the 54 year old outgoing social work boss David Crawford retired on a £600,000 severance package. This adds to the perception of malpractice, and at a time of stringent budget cuts affecting users of the social work department's services it seems particularly inappropriate. * A clear case of malfeasance: Council department boss Robert Booth has apparently engaged in insider trading with his brother's firm Viridor (derailing ‘combined heat and power’ greener, more affordable energy across the city by years) and retired on a bumper severance package immediately afterwards. * The Council systematically tells homeless people it has a statutory duty to house that there is ‘no accommodation available’ A Freedom of Information Act response from the council shows that this occurs 23.8% of the time, in clear breach of Scottish Government rules. * SEC Ltd, which runs the SECC has a debilitating high payouts culture. SEC is a private company whose majority shareholder is Glasgow City Council. According to a number of Councillors the firm is loss making. Nonetheless the firm paid the highest salary of *any* public official this year. It also made significant payouts to Councillors who were on the Board of the firm for less than 12 months. In two payments Councillor Redmond was able to charge over £10,000 for his leadership services to the loss making Council controlled company. * Margaret Jaconelli who was evicted from her bought house in 2011, whose home was compulsorily purchased to make way for the Commonwealth Games has never been paid any CPO money. Mrs Jaconelli's home was valued at over £90,000. The Council told her she had to accept a £30,000 payout by way of compensation. Years later she has not received any compensation at all, but was forcibly evicted from her
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home by police, acting on behalf of the Council. The campaign has been told that others in Mrs Jaconelli's position have not come forward to claim compensation because they fear reprisals from East End Councillors. We cannot verify if this is true, but if so it is an indictment of the relationship between the local authority and its Citizens. * George Square revisited: The affair led to a police investigation, and other legal action against the Council, and according to recent press it may return to the Courts. The failed consultation process cost Glasgow taxpayers almost £100,000. * In the past few days two officials have been suspended following financial irregularities. * We highlight the profiles of two Glasgow Councillors: George Redmond and Sohan Singh whose commercial and public affairs we believe merit much greater scrutiny.
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Mismanagement and Corruption involving the Intermediate Labour Project (ILM) Our newest case of malfeasance concerning Glasgow City Council relates to an individual referred to elsewhere in this dossier; Gary Hay. As part of our investigation into corruption we were given testimony from a witness who worked with him in his role as Head of Employability Services at Glasgow East Regeneration Agency of the council. In this role Hay, along with four other employees, received funding from the Intermediate Labour Project (ILM). The ILM was ostensibly a European Union scheme in which funding would be provided by the EU to pay people to go on work experience, and increase their employability. According to our witness ILM funds were abused by Hay to provide work for individuals he had friendly relations with. More seriously, ILM funds were used to provide a cheap workforce on behalf of a construction company. Our witness contends that this was due to the involvement of Labour councillors in this company. We have been unable to corroborate this but we believe it bears further investigation. ILM funds were allegedly being used not for employability promotion but rather to provide a subsidised workforce that allowed a construction company with Labour placemen on top to undercut the competition. Our witness also informed us that when workers in his department had to obtain SVQs to continue their employment the only taxpayer funding to assist them went to those who were close to Gary Hay. This was part of a wider culture of nepotism Hay had brought to the ILM. Our witness claimed that Hay had composed the management of ILM with what he identified as “drinking buddies from the Kimberly Tavern”. The Kimberly Tavern has since been identified as a pub linked to East End Labour Councillor Yvonne Kucuk. Indeed so comfortable was Gary Hay in his abuse of his post that our witness informed us that he was told workers at ILM they could leave early on election day; but with the caveat that they all voted Labour.



DIVERCITY - "Check back soon for a full list of our client base." Gary Hay, Frank McAveety, Ronnie Saez the connection to Councillor George Redmond and the charity under investigation by Audit Scotland. A charity linked to the Council in the East End of Glasgow is under investigation by Audit Scotland, for alleged irregularities in its governance and over alleged fraudulent payouts to Board Members. The complaint, we understand, against Divercity manager Gary Hay was made by a disability rights activist. The charges of the complaint allege under the table payments were made. Gary Hay, who manages the charity, is George Redmond's cousin. The brother of Councillor Redmond, and others including Ronnie Saez, Frank McAveety, and other relatives of Councillor Redmond, have all served on the Board of the charity in question, and we believe Councillor Redmond has sat on the boards of agencies which have provided funding for this NGO. Our intelligence on the substance of this complaint is that it alleges that two members of the board, who were both remunerated, do not exist, that they are not real people on any census or electoral roll. It further alleges that aside from Redmond's brother and Hay, other
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Redmond relatives, and Frank McAveety and Ronnie Seaz, nobody else was really present on the board. It is believed that all of these fake board members were remunerated. Gary Hay has other associations with George Redmond (see the ILM allegation). They are also both in the Labour Party. Divercity's listed telephone number is the main telephone for the Dalmarnock Centre. A relative of Councillor George Redmond manages this centre. On the 'clients' section of Divercity's website, the charity exhorts us to "Check back soon."



Pay-outs: Saez. Ongoing business links Councillor George Redmond, Councillor Yvonne Kucuk, Councillor Frank McAveety, Ronnie Saez, and a range of business and family associates are all business associates. There is nothing wrong with this in and of itself, but when circumstances like the Saez payout emerge, where the Council asserts that Councillor Redmond, and Councillor Coleman are 'inexperienced' in running Boards and made a one off rash decision, it certainly bears investigation to see if they may have other fiduciary associations Saez. And indeed they do. Most of these commercial relationships substantially predate the GERA £500,000 payout to Saez and have continued years after.



Ronnie Saez has a total of thirteen active companies he sits on the Board of, and nine which he has previously been involved with. Seven of the firms he has helped lead since the election have concerned some aspect of regeneration. Saez however also sits on the Board
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of a property development firm, and a pub in Paisley, and has commercial interests in martial arts. Councillor George Redmond is on the board of GLASGOW ACCESS TO TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT LIMITED, (SC 167947). So is Ronnie Saez. In fact he is the Chief Executive of this firm. Ronnie Saez is on the board of BRIDGTON COMMUNITY LEARNING CAMPUS LTD (SC 255075), as historically was Mr George Redmond, and as currently is Labour Councillor Yvonne Kucuk. George Redmond, Yvonne Kucuk and Frank McAveety are all on the Board of BARRON ENTERPRISE TRUST LTD (SC 79588). There are further associations as well. Councillor Kucuk is believed to be involved with the Kimberley Tavern, an establishment which is frequently used as a meeting place for these individuals, and others who were associated with GERA and feature in this dossier.



David Crawford: the social work boss and the £600,000 goodbye. "THE senior council official in charge of dealing with poverty and neglect in Glasgow has received a golden goodbye worth almost £600,000 - the equivalent of a pound for every man, woman and child in the city. When director of social work David Crawford took early retirement aged 54 in December, he left with an exit package valued at £589,000, accounts reveal." – The Herald David Crawford pushed through a variety of cuts to daycentres, against widespread public opposition. He was widely disliked by many service users as a result. When Councillor George Redmond called for users of the Accord Centre to be relocated to the Bambury Centre, which he ran through an agency he controlled, David Crawford was very happy to oblige. We do not believe this was in any way criminal, but it ran counter to any fair standards of consultation, and has certainly been construed in some of the public mind as insider trading between Crawford and Redmond. We do not wish to comment on this, but given that these are the impressions the public has formed of his tenure a £600,000 severance package can only add to this perception of malpractice, and at a time of stringent budget cuts affecting users of the department's services it seems particularly inappropriate.



Robert Booth - the Director of Land and Environmental Services When Robert Booth retired last year he received a pay-off of just over £350,000 according to the Taxpayers Alliance. The press at the time reported his retirement with some confusion. He had resisted being headhunted by other councils for considerably more than his £120,000 salary. Booth had led on the Council's combined heat and power idea, from before the last election, and saw it incorporated into Labour's manifesto. A gassification plant at Polmadie would be a central source of fuel for the project, and would replace the existing recycling facility with a greener centre turning waste into building products and fertiliser and providing fuel to heat our homes. Councillor Wardrop told the campaign shortly after the election that the combined heat and power project was being driven more by the officials than by Labour councillors. This was widely seen as a project associated with Booth's tenure at LES. Booth came into the spotlight in recent times when his brother, a senior executive at a waste management firm called Viridor, was dined at Council expense, making the papers. This incident would become more significant some time afterwards.
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Robert Booth retired last year following the completion of the Polmadie scheme, however what actually happened bore no resemblance to the original green energy scheme. The plant was sold on a 25 year lease to Viridor Waste Management to run a privatised incinerator, pumping out dangerous toxins in a populous working class area. The details of the deal are hazy, because the Council has refused to publish them following Freedom of Information requests, citing the commercial interests of Viridor:-



What we do know is that the combined heat and power gassification plant did not happen, and a council asset was transferred to the private sector creating dangerous pollution in the city, and that the company it was leased to was linked to Booth via his brother, and that his brother had been courting the Council. After the conclusion of the deal Booth retired, on the bumper severance package. We believe this is a clear case of insider trading. The failure to establish Polmadie as a gassification plant for combined heat and power has certainly put the council's plan on this entire project back to the drawing board, and ensured that this year there is no combined heat and power relief for those in fuel poverty. Thousands will die of the cold this year in Scotland. More than a population share of those will be in Glasgow. As a result we consider this perhaps the most serious case of malfeasance since Labour's re-election, and we feel confident in describing it as malfeasance. That a public official could broker a deal so laden with conflicts of interest without being stopped by Councillors in charge seems barely credible.



Council systematically tells homeless people it has a statutory duty to house that there is ‘no accommodation available’ Since 2012 there has been a statutory duty for all Scottish local authorities to house anyone who is “unintentionally homeless” (and has a “local connection”). Glasgow City Council is routinely breaching its statutory duty: homeless people presenting to the council are being accepted as unintentionally homeless, but are then being told that there is “no accommodation available”. A Freedom of Information Act response from the council shows that this occurs 23.8% of the time at Community Casework Services and 13% of the time at the Hamish Allan Centre (the council’s “out of hours service” for homelessness): nearly a quarter of those who present as homeless are told there is no accommodation available. (See Freedom of Information request response, Doc. 1) Conversations with service users who have been told that there is “no accommodation available“ suggest that accommodation can then be offered if a lawyer contacts the council on their behalf. Data from services working with homeless people show that 61% of people who have been told that there is “no accommodation available” end up rough sleeping.
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“Rough sleeping directly followed 61% of the 179 occasions that people were told there was no accommodation available.” (See Glasgow Homelessness Network Quarterly Report, Doc. 3) What this amounts to is that nearly a quarter of homeless people in Glasgow are refused accommodation, when it is the council’s statutory duty to accommodate them. This figure is unacceptable. The council needs a clear mandate for dealing with homelessness. Lack of involvement from council in tackling homelessness There appears to be a lack of communication between the council and third-sector services, many of which receive public funding, and a lack of communication between homelessness services. Services which provide legal advice to homeless people, day centres, and the street team appear to be operating independently, without clear involvement from the council. Non-publicly funded support services, like pop up night shelter in years past, and charities distributing sleeping bags to those sleeping rough receive no engagement from the council. Service users have reported being given a lack of information conflicting advice about services available to them, some saying they were handed sleeping bags and directed to bridges (for example) and others being signposted to support services. Anecdotal evidence also suggests lack of communication or unwillingness to engage with the police, who have reportedly confiscated homeless people’s belongings (sleeping-bags, tents) without referring people to support services. This suggests there is a lack of co-ordination and that council is unclear or unwilling to encourage engagement with support services. Adequate provision of temporary accommodation for Commonwealth Games The council make use of hotels to provide temporary accommodation. Nearly 7% of those accommodated are placed in hotels/ BnBs. (See Freedom of Information request response, Doc. 2) Service users who presented as homeless on days of big concerts and football matches have reported being told that no accommodation was available because hotels were full. The council’s response to a Freedom of information response regarding the provision of temporary accommodation for the duration of the Commonwealth games (Doc. 2) is optimistic but contradicts the information in their other response (Doc. 1), which shows that people are already being turned away. There has been a lack of clarity from the council on this subject. Glasgow City Council’s Responsibilities around homelessness By failing to provide adequate emergency accommodation for the homeless, the council is breaking its statutory duty under homeless legislation (See Doc. 4, various acts amended by “The Homelessness (Abolition of Priority Need Test) (Scotland) Order 2012”).
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Formerly Matt Kerr was councillor with responsibility for Social Work (which covers housing/homelessness but there may be a councillor with a more specific remit), now Malcolm Cunning. Documents:1. FOI re: ‘’No Accommodation Available’’ https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/no_accomodation_available 2. FOI re: Commonwealth Games https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/provision_of_temporary_accommoda 3. Glasgow Homelessness Network Quarterly Report, July-September 2013 http://ghn.org.uk/sites/default/files/GHN%20ODM%20Quarterly%20Report%202%20JulySept%202013.pdf 4. Scottish parliament order, 2012 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2012/330/contents/made



SECC – payouts culture The Governance of SEC Ltd, which runs the SECC has come under scrutiny. A high payouts culture appears to exist at the Council controlled firm. “The annual Town Hall Rich List, produced by the Taxpayers' Alliance, gives details of senior local government staff whose salary exceeds £100,000[...] The largest pay package overall, excluding larger than usual, one-off payments, was that of John Sharkey, group chief executive of SEC, which owns and operates the Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre. He received £314,553." [10/05/2013] SEC is a private company whose majority shareholder is Glasgow City Council. According to a number of Councillors the firm is loss making. Nonetheless the firm paid the highest salary of any public official. It also made significant payouts to Councillors who were on the Board of the firm for less than 12 months. In Two payments Councillor Redmond was able to charge over £10,000 for his leadership services to the loss making company. The FOI request below gives further details. FOI REQUEST "1) Can you confirm that Councillor George Redmond served in any capacity on the board of the Scottish Exhibition Centre Ltd? 2) Was this declared in his register of interests at the time? 3) How much was Councillor George Redmond paid for this? 4) How long did he serve on this board? 5) Can you confirm how many meetings Councillor George Redmond attended in his time on this board.” FOI REPLY
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"According to the records held by Glasgow City Council Councillor Redmond declared his directorship of the SECC in his register of interest on 19 November 2010 and removed the entry on 5 July 2011. The SECC reported the following payments being made to Councillor Redmond: £6,313.50 in remuneration during tax year 2010/11 £4,171.00 in remuneration during tax year 2011/12 On inspecting our records, it would appear that Glasgow City Council does not hold some of the information which you have requested. Neither does anyone else hold it on our behalf. Therefore this information would be exempt under Section 17 of the Act. The council does not hold information regarding the number of board meetings Councillor Redmond attended during his time as a member of the SECC board. Accordingly we are unable to comply with this part of your request."



George Redmond – Profile of a councillor.



Information we have gathered from an academic’s private investigations shows Councillor George Redmond owns 33 houses. The vast majority of landlords within Glasgow according to the Council's own figures on the private rented sector own a handful of properties. Of the 36,000 or so private rented properties there are only a handful of landlords with several dozens of properties available for rent. We are unaware of whether Councillor Redmond rents out the majority of his own homes, but we know that most were acquired through right to buy arrangements and then sold to him. His private residence has been valued at £430,000. Councillor George Redmond is a wealthy man. His career began in politics, and all of his private commercial appointments were preceded by his election as a Councillor. Most of his commercial appointments concern his long term interest in regeneration, land and the housing market, and there is a strong cross over between his leadership in these fields and his role as a senior Councillor, and so it could well be said that his considerable personal wealth owes much to his public tenure. That he has been able to leverage such considerable personal wealth from his public tenure is clearly not illegal, but it is also clearly not at the behest of his constituents. His control of a housing association and a credit union, alongside his ownership of capital, and strategic involvement in regeneration also speak to a
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man who has very considerable commercial and public power, particularly in and around his constituency. That his actions have frequently been instrumental in a range of the submissions of malfeasance to this dossier are why we have chosen to single him out and highlight his personal wealth and investments here.



Sohan Singh – Profile of a Councillor This year Councillor Sohan Singh apparently attempted to have the Council annul £1400 of private debts he had racked up to the Council. Earlier in the year he participated in a business group aiming to partner with the Council linked to disgraced Council leader Stephen Purcell. He has operated as a landlord with a licence on homes he bought in the East End from the Council for £1 which was sold on agreement that they would be renovated. They have not been renovated. Unlicensed alcohol sales have been taking place at hotels he owns, HMRC has taken the step of closing down one of his companies after he racked up huge unpaid bills. He has recently been charged with perverting the course of justice. Previously he was convicted for his part in a major VAT bootlegging operation. He is a regular Labour donor, but was suspended not long after his election for parking in a disabled bay. All of this information is in the public domain, and although in debt and embattled Singh remains a Labour Councillor.



No payouts yet from the Games clearances. Margaret Jaconelli who was evicted from her bought house in 2011, whose home was compulsorily purchased to make way for the Commonwealth Games has never been paid. Mrs Jaconelli is taking the Council to court in Strasbourg. However the campaign has been told that others in Mrs Jaconelli's position have not come forward to claim compensation because they fear reprisals from East End Councillors. If this is true it is nothing short of an indictment of the relationship between the local authority and its Citizens. Mrs Jaconelli's home was valued at over £90,000. The Council told her she had to accept a £30,000 payout by way of compensation. Years later she has not received any compensation at all, but was forcibly evicted from her home by police, acting on behalf of the Council. These distressing rumours that there are others in Mrs Jaconelli's position need to be fully investigated, and if these people have lost all the capital they had tied up in their homes, then justice needs to be done by them.



George Square - mismanagement of a competition, politicisation of the civil service. The redevelopment of a city's main square would be a relatively transparent and open process in most of the UK's cities. The experience of Glasgow's proposed redevelopment of George Square was unfortunate.
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Six designs were proposed for the redevelopment for the city square to be judged in a competition. Rejecting a recommendation by the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland that David Mackay of ABM architects chair the process council leader George Matheson insisted on taking the role of chair. Despite occupying the post of chair Matheson was unable to promote his own preferred design to win the competition. A RIAS report leaked after the competition had announced its victor made allegations regarding Councillor Matheson's perceived lack of impartiality. However, from his initial comments at the first judges meeting onwards, it appears that, for whatever reason, Councillor Matheson had selected his own winner at the outset and reasoning by a very experienced group of judges did not persuade him otherwise. At was at this point that Matheson brought the council civil servants into a political decision. Gordon Matheson communicated his decision to the competing parties through the council civil servants. This, we understand, was a breach of protocol, in what would normally be considered a political matter. His abandonment of the process at the conclusion of the Wednesday meeting led to much negative press. Unfortunately because they were still involved in a confidential process and they are all professionals, the judges were unable to give their side of the story, even though one press cartoon depicted them wearing dunce’s hats This was corroborated by a Herald piece on 27/1/13 that referred to two independent sources who had come forward to the paper to allege that Councillor Mathieson had instructed judges on which design should win at the outset of the judging process. The article goes on to state that Matheson scrapped the project in a "fit of pique". This consultation process had cost Glasgow taxpayers almost £100k. To have it scrapped on the whim of a Councillor against the findings of an independent panel of judges is mismanagement. Councillor Matheson's defence, outlined in The Evening Times on the 30/4/2013 was that public opposition forced his hand in rejecting the redevelopment of George Square. The affair led to a police investigation, and other legal action against the Council, and according to recent press it may return to the Courts.



Council officials suspended over 'financial irregularities' "TWO senior officials at Scotland's largest local authority have been suspended amid an investigation into financial irregularities dating back several years. Kaiser Khan, who heads a unit at Glasgow City Council dedicated to helping start-up businesses, and colleague Evelyn Beck were suspended after the emergence of an alleged 'moonlight scam' in a partnership with a further education institution mushroomed into other areas." The Herald, 16/11/13
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office of the city attorney 

8 Jun 2009 - On May 11, 2009, the Board of Animal Service Commissioners recommended that this. Office attempt to settle the ... Department of Animal Services ... Risk Management. We shall comply with all Insurance. Contractual. Requirements shown on 
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AGENDA ITEM CITY COUNCIL lViEETING: JULY 21 ... - City of Benicia 

Jul 21, 2009 - [3 Goal 2.36: Ensure an adequate water supply for current and ï¬�iture ... Settlement Agreement and horn future funding sources allocated to support efforts to .... energy efficiency and renewable energy, are a critically important ...
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AGENDA ITEM CITY COUNCIL lViEETING: JULY 21 ... - City of Benicia 

Jul 21, 2009 - 0 Function 2: Implementation and oversight of the Climate Action Plan ... Settlement Agreement and horn future funding sources allocated to support efforts .... energy efficiency and renewable energy, are a critically important ...
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Boston City Council Resolution Standards for Parking Garage ... 

Boston City Council Resolution Standards for Parking Garage Workers.pdf. Boston City Council Resolution Standards for Parking Garage Workers.pdf. Open.
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city of joseph council meeting 

Dec 7, 2017 - D. Public Works Report â€“ Matt Mead. E. Other Committee Reports â€“ None at this time. 2. PUBLIC COMMENT â€“ ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA. â€¢ Please sign the citizen participation sheet and turn any written testimony into the City. Adminis
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Agenda for Special City Council Meeting.pdf 

Page 1 of 2. AGENDA. SPECIAL JOINT MEETING. OJAI CITY COUNCIL. AND. PLANNING COMMISSION. 5:30 P.M.. MAY 26, 2015. Council Chambers, Ojai ...
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Plymouth City Council - Skipper ticket.pdf 

Long distance coach services such as National Express and Megabus. All sightseeing tour bus services. Rail replacement services. SKIPPER ticket - poster ...
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Voting/Council Districts - City Of Dunwoody 

Oct 9, 2014 - A. P. P. Y. H. O. LL. O. W. R. D. Disclaimer: All data is provided as is, with all faults, without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied.
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2014 City Council Campaign Flyer.pdf 

Page 1 of 1. Kevin Nehring. for Kerman City Council. My name is Kevin Nehring and I'm running for Kerman City Council. in the 2014 November election.
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The Office of Environmental Policy and Sustainability at the City of ... 

Network with other regional and local organizations to learn best practices and collaborate on joint projects ... Manage website and social media campaigns ...
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The Office of Environmental Policy and Sustainability at the City of ... 

Coordinate the 2015 South Sound Sustainability Expo, where the community can connect with organizations ... Manage website and social media campaigns ...
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pdf-1862\aa-glasgow-city-guide-city-guides-by-automobile ... 

Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. pdf-1862\aa-glasgow-city-guide-city-guides-by-automobile-association-great-britain.pdf.
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Public Notice - City of Mobile 

Public Notice. Notice of Availability of the Draft. Clean-Up Grant Application. For Old City Hall North. Mobile, Alabama. Interested persons are hereby notified that ...
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The Case for Energy-Proportional Computing - Research at Google 

Dec 3, 2007 - provisioning costs, specifically the data center infra- structure's ... particularly the memory and disk subsystems. ... though, this is hard to accom-.
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public announcement - City of Mobile 

The City of Mobile adopted the 2009 International. Building Codes and the 2008 ... www.cityofmobile.org. City of Mobile. Urban Development Department ...
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public announcement - City of Mobile 

The City of Mobile adopted the 2009 International. Building Codes and the 2008 ... www.cityofmobile.org. City of Mobile. Urban Development Department ...
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